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The Worst-Case GEO Environment and the
Frequency of Arcs in GEO
Dale C. Ferguson and Ira Katz

for spacecraft design and testing [1-5]. It is the purpose of
this paper to show that there are important physical and
historical constraints to worst-case spacecraft GEO plasma
environments, and applying these constraints, to determine
what are, in reality, the worst-case spacecraft charging
environments that may be encountered in GEO, and to help
determine how many arcs are to be expected in these
environments during a typical spacecraft lifetime.

Abstract— Proper spacecraft design and testing depend on
a knowledge of the worst-case environment and the number of
arcs to be endured during the spacecraft lifetime. In this
paper, we define the criteria to be used to specify the worstcase GEO charging environment (plasma density and
temperature), including the physical constraints on particle
and magnetic field energy densities and the relative importance
of frame charging and differential charging. A previous
estimate of the frequency of arcing (found in the literature and
incorporated into an ISO standard), and the consequent total
number of arcs to be encountered in a GEO satellite lifetime,
are found to be incorrect because they were based on
environmental measurements using a faulty algorithm to
determine spacecraft charging and plasma density. Using
more accurate estimates of the frequency of GEO plasma
densities and temperatures, we arrive at a much lower estimate
of the total number of arcs during a GEO satellite lifetime.
Finally, the worst-case GEO charging environment seen to date
is determined from Nascap-2k simulations. Our estimates of
worst-case charging environments and arc frequencies may be
more confidently used by GEO spacecraft designers and test
engineers.

II.

MAGNETIC VERSUS PLASMA ENERGY DENSITIES

It is commonly supposed that the degree of spacecraft
charging in GEO is a function of either the electron flux or
the temperature of the plasma [6]. Since the electron flux
increases with both the temperature and the plasma density,
this is tantamount to saying that the higher the temperature
and/or the density of the plasma, the greater will be the
charging. While this may appear obvious, there are physical
limits to the density and temperature of GEO charging
plasmas. One of the most important is that charging takes
several minutes, during which time the plasma must be
contained by the magnetic field, or the field will be
disrupted [6]. Thus, the plasma kinetic energy density
perpendicular to the magnetic field must be less than the
magnetic field energy density if charging is to occur.

Keywords—spacecraft charging; worst-cases; GEO; plasmas

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING REALISTIC
One of the most important parameters for design and
testing of spacecraft is the worst-case environment to be
expected. Of course, for every environmental condition
(contamination, radiation, plasma, etc.) a worst-case can be
defined, and spacecraft designers and test engineers use this
worst-case to guide their designs and tests. Generally, some
margins are put on the design and test conditions to take care
of uncertainties. It is important to try to keep these margins
down, as they invariably drive the total cost, weight, volume,
and other characteristics of the design. Thus, it is important
to keep the worst-cases realistic, so as to keep these design
constraints at a minimum. That is, one wants to not
overdesign or over-test spacecraft components. Just as
important is the importance of not under-designing or testing,
for these will lead to failures on-orbit. One of the major
causes of spacecraft failures in the past has been arcing, due
to spacecraft charging in the plasma environment. Many
worst-case charging environments to be used in designs and
testing have been proposed over the years. These worstcases have been incorporated in standards and requirements

Since both the electrons and ions contribute to the particle
kinetic energy density, and since it is only the perpendicular
particle energy density that must be contained by the
magnetic field, the formula expressing this constraint
(assuming single Maxwellians for electron and ion
distribution functions and perpendicular temperatures equal
to parallel temperatures) is [7]:
3/2 (NikTi + NekTe)/2 < B2/8π

(1)

Here, B is the local magnetic field strength and Ni and Ne
are the ion and electron number densities, respectively. To
show that this inequality holds even for six of the worst-case
charging environments [Refs. 1-5, 8], in Fig. 1 is plotted E
(eV) vs. N (m-3) for both ions and electrons, and lines of
magnetic field with the equivalent energy density. Here it
can be seen that the highest average plasma kinetic energy
densities for these worst-cases corresponds to about 1.7x10-7
Tesla, about the maximum GEO B field measured by GOES
satellites during solar geomagnetic charging events [9]. This
corresponds to NkT = 4.4x1010m-3eV, which we propose as
a worst-case charging perpendicular particle kinetic energy
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density.

= 8-, etc.) Of interest here is the fact that while the
temperature only reached its highest levels at Kp = 9, the
density has dropped off from its highest levels reached at
about Kp = 8-. At no time are the highest temperatures
coincident with the highest densities. This is, of course,
what our energy density hypothesis would predict, but also
has important implications for the worst-case GEO charging
environment.

Fig. 1. Magnetic field strengths with equal energy densities to “worst-case”
environments.

One might speculate that this limitation is only coincidental,
however, and that the condition might be violated if more
environments were considered. To test the hypothesis that the

magnetic field must contain the charging plasma by having
a magnetic energy density higher than the perpendicular
kinetic energy of the plasma, we turn to measured magnetic
fields and particle fluxes during one of the most severe
geomagnetic storms in recent times, the “Halloween” events
of 2003. The particle flux moments were measured by
LANL-02A [10], while the magnetic field measurements
were taken from GOES 10 [9]. In Fig. 2 is shown a plot of
the LANL-02A Beq (the magnetic field with equal energy
density to the particle kinetic energy density) for the
Halloween 2003 dates along with the time-shifted magnetic
field as measured by GOES 10. The longitude of GOES 10
on the dates in question was 43 degrees less than that of
LANL-02A (so the LT was within 3 hours). The GOES
data are accordingly shifted to later times to match the LT of
the LANL satellite. Fig. 3 is the identical data of Fig. 2 but
plotted logarithmically.
It can be seen that even though the GOES data were
taken almost 3 hours before the LANL satellite reached the
same local time, the inequality was not violated. While it
was probably fortuitous that the magnetic field
configuration on those days held relatively steady with LT
for the three hour period between when the two satellites
occupied the same LT, but when the magnetic field dipped,
so did the equivalent magnetic field of the particles. This is
strong evidence that even in this severe geomagnetic storm,
the energy density inequality still held inside the
magnetosphere.
In Fig. 4 is shown all of the electron temperatures and
densities for negative frame charging (-SCPOT) of > 20
volts for the published LANL Oct. 29-30, 2003 data [10].
Here it can be seen that there is an absolute limit of about
15,000 cm-3eV for the energy density combo NeTe. There
also seem to be limits on the total electron flux [proportional
to Ne(Te)0.5] and on Ne0.5Te. The colors on the data points
indicate the geomagnetic energy level at the time (Kp of 7.7

Fig. 2. Equivalent B-field from LANL measurements of electron and ion
density and temperature and GOES 10 B-field time-shifted to LANL-02A
local time (LT).

Fig. 3. Same as Fig.2, but plotted logarithmically.

Fig. 4. Electron temperature and density moments for all LANL-02A
charging data on Oct. 29-30, 2003.
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III.

WORST-CASE CONDITIONS SHOULD BE REALISTIC

In 2005, Cho et al [11] published a paper using statistics
to estimate the total number of arcs to be expected on a
GEO satellite in its lifetime. In this paper, they made
several assumptions, among which were these:
•
•

•

A hypothetical spacecraft would arc whenever its
differential voltage was greater than 400 V
The data published on the LANL CDA website for
5 LANL satellites gave a good statistical
representation of the electron and ion densities and
temperatures to be expected in GEO, so that
probabilities of given density and temperature
combinations could be taken from them
The NASCAP spacecraft charging code gave valid
numbers for differential charging

In fact, all of the conditions in Cho’s Table 5 have ne > 3
cm−3, the highest value found elsewhere in the literature for
severe charging conditions.
Cursory inspection of the CDAWeb data shows that
these unphysical combinations of high electron temperatures
and densities are numerical artifacts of the potential fitting
routine. Michelle Thomsen (LANL), who originated the
LANL fitting routine, concurs with this assessment. To
illustrate that this is the case, we present data used in [11]
for a single day, August 16, 2005 in Table I and Fig. 5.

Quoting from [11], Cho et al used “…data from five
LANL satellites: LANL 1989-046, 1991-080, 1990-095,
1994-084, and 97A. At the CDAWeb site, magnetospheric
plasma analyzer (MPA)8 data are listed for ne, Te, niH, niL,
TiH, and φsat at approximately every 90 s.” Using these data,
they derived the data in their Table 5, which we reprint here.

TABLE I. LANL DENSITY, TEMPERATURE MOMENTS, 16-08-2005.

As they put it, “Table 5 lists the case where the
NASCAP simulation result gives V >400 V and the
probability of occurrence in any local time zone is higher
than 0.01% under the sunlit condition. The combination of
high electron temperature (4.5 keV), high electron density (5
cm−3), and low ion density (0.25 cm−3) provides such
conditions.”
The problem is that these densities are higher than those
reported for charging anywhere in the literature (see, for
example, the worst-case conditions given in [1 and 13] and
reprinted here.

Fig. 5. Data from the CDA website for Aug. 16, 2005. Data Points Show
Very High Spacecraft Charging and Electron Densities & Temperatures
near 01:00:00.
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However, as shown in Fig. 6, a LANL MPA 01A
spectrogram doesn’t show charging at 01:00. The reason
the website data are in error is that the algorithm used to
determine charging there looked for an ion line, which was
extremely diffuse at that time. The correct amount of
charging is shown in Fig. 7, where it is seen that use of the
ion line (red dots) when it is not clearly present leads to
wrong values for charging [12]. An e-mail reply from
Michelle Thomsen [12] explains the situation thusly, “…the
event you have sent me (01a on 16aug2005) is an example
where our algorithm to identify the spacecraft potential from
the particle observations goes awry. We are looking for the
sharp line in the ion spectrum from the accelerated lowerenergy ions. Unfortunately, at times (like the one you've
identified), our detection algorithm finds what it thinks is
such a line, but it's really just the counts cut-off of the highenergy population….. As you note, the other moments
(densities, temperatures, etc.) will not be correct if the
potential is misidentified. ”

When the ion line algorithm used to derive the spacecraft
charging gave a great amount of charging, this had a
cascading effect on the algorithms used for the density and
temperature moments. In effect, the high charging implied
that the low energy electrons were not being sufficiently
counted, and “correcting” for them gave high electron fluxes
at low energies, and also influenced the derived temperature
moment. That is, all of the moments were affected.
Further perusal of many dates of data used in the Cho et
al paper [11] shows that the only times densities as high as
in Cho’s Table 5 were seen by LANL satellites was when
the electron temperature was very low, as we have seen in
our Fig. 4.
Cho et al [11] go on to state that when they did the
statistics of occurrence of Ne and Te, they used the values in
their Fig. 5, reproduced below. Now, based on our
presumed highest allowed physical particle kinetic energy
densities, we can state that all of the probability boxes we
have colored red in their Fig. 5 below were unphysical.

Fig. 6. LANL MPA 01A Spectrogram. White line shows 01:00:00 UT.

When the unphysical charging values are removed from
their sample, their total sunlit trigger arcs/year goes from
2434 to 762. This is probably pessimistic, as most are from
Ne= 5 cm-3 and kTe= 7.5 keV, still a rare to nonexistent
condition, as seen in our Fig. 4. If that density and
temperature combination is also thrown out, the number
goes down to 105 per year! However, without redoing the
entire gargantuan Cho et al analysis, the most we can say
about the number of arcs per year is that it is probably at
least a factor of three less than the Cho et al estimate, and
may be less than 5% of their estimate, even assuming that
Cho’s differential arcing threshold of 400 V is correct. As
Cho’s argument is repeated verbatim in ISO 11221 [3], it
must now be corrected. Koons et al [13] show that for
SCATHA, a differential potential of 300 V on their gold
surface charging monitor was associated with arcing, and
others [14,15] have derived different values of differential
charging to be needed for arcing to occur. It has even been
shown [15] that in laboratory simulations, aging can
dramatically affect the differential voltage arcing threshold

Fig. 7. Top-raw spectrograms. Bottom- derived charging value. Near
228.04, the ion line derives spurious charging.
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for realistic solar arrays. Before definitive answers can be
given for the number of surface arcs to be expected on GEO
spacecraft, these issues must be resolved.
IV.

TOWARD A PROPER WORST-CASE ENVIRONMENT FOR
CHARGING

Cho et al [11] did properly emphasize the fact that
differential charging is the most important charging
parameter for determining a worst-case. We believe that
also, in order to be considered proper, worst-case
environment combinations of densities and temperatures for
a valid worst-case condition must be:
• Reported in the literature or published databases
• Checked to make sure they are valid
• Physically realistic (don’t violate energy density
requirements)
• Compared with each other using good spacecraft
charging codes (ie MUSCAT, SPIS, Nascap-2k).

Fig. 9. Model 3. A spinner with a spin axis pointing to Earth.

In Fig. 8, graphi2 has the Nascap properties of graphite.
Results of Nascap modeling for 2000 seconds each are
given in Tables II-IV below.

Another paper in this 13th Spacecraft Charging
Technology Conference [16] compares MUSCAT and
Nascap-2k estimates of charging in an attempt to define a
worst-case environment. Here we report Nascap-2k results
using two other spacecraft models, to see if our worst-case
charging environment is dependent on spacecraft type. The
two other models reported here are of spinning spacecraft,
one with its rotation axis perpendicular to the sun
(reminiscent of the old Hughes 376 GEO comm satellites)
and one with its rotation axis pointed at the Earth (somewhat
like the LANL GEO research satellites). Nascap-2k
representations of these spacecraft are shown below.

TABLE II. MODEL 6 – NOT ROTATING, DAYLIGHT

From Table II, Model 6 not rotating: Frame and (Max-Min)
- ATS-6 is the worst-case, (Max-Frame) – SCATHAMullen1 is the worst-case.

TABLE III. MODEL 6 – ROTATING AT 1 RPM

From Table III, Model 6 rotating: Frame and (Max-Min) ATS-6 is the worst-case, (Max-Frame) – SCATHA-Mullen1
is the worst-case, just like non-rotating.
TABLE IV. MODEL 3 – NOT ROTATING

Thus, from Table IV for Model 3 not rotating: Frame SCATHA-Mullen 1 is the worst, (Max-Min) - SCATHAMullen 2 is the worst, (Max-Frame) - SCATHA-Mullen 1 is
the worst.

Fig. 8. Model 6. A spinner with its spin axis aligned perpendicular to the
Sun.
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and magnetic field energy densities and the relative
importance of frame charging and differential charging. A
previous estimate of the frequency of arcing (found in the
literature and incorporated into an ISO standard), and the
consequent total number of arcs to be encountered in a GEO
satellite lifetime, were found to be incorrect because they
were based on environmental measurements using a faulty
algorithm to determine spacecraft charging and plasma
density. Using more accurate estimates of the frequency of
GEO plasma densities and temperatures, one can arrive at a
much lower estimate of the total number of arcs during a
GEO satellite lifetime. Thus, at present most of the solar
arrays tested under ISO 11221 are being overtested by at
least a factor of three in the number of arcs, and possibly by
a factor of 20. Finally, the worst-case GEO charging
environment seen to date was determined from Nascap-2k
simulations.
Our estimates of worst-case charging
environments and limits on arc frequencies may be more
confidently used by GEO spacecraft designers and test
engineers than those presently in ISO 11221.

OVERALL – ATS-6 (a single Maxwellian) and SCATHA
Mullen 1 (a double Maxwellian) are the worst worst-cases
from these simulations. For the results of other spacecraft
configurations, rotating and non-rotating, see [7].
Finally, Ferguson et al [7] have shown that the most
accurate GEO daylight spacecraft charging index for
differential charging is the electron flux above about 9 keV
energy. In Table V below are shown the fluxes above 9 keV
for several proposed worst-case GEO environments.
TABLE V. ENVIRONMENTS AND ELECTRON FLUX RANKING
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Importance of Differential Charging

• While the absolute charging of a spacecraft in GEO is of interest, the
differential charging is more important, because it is the differential
charging of adjacent surfaces that leads to large electric fields and the
concomitant electrostatic discharges (ESD, or arcs).
• GEO spacecraft anomalies occur mainly after a spacecraft comes out of
eclipse.
•

This is probably because an entire spacecraft can charge to large negative potentials while
in eclipse, due to the low capacitance of the spacecraft to space and the absence of
photoemission while in eclipse.

• Then, when photoemission becomes possible (eclipse exit),
•
•

the various sunlit spacecraft surfaces are discharged at different rates (because of their
varying capacitances with respect to the spacecraft body), while
shaded surfaces can charge freely, leading to large amounts of differential charging, high
electric fields, and possibly arcing.
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GEO Worst-Case Charging Environments must have
Magnetic Field Energy Densities greater than
Perpendicular Particle Energy Densities
3/2 (NikTi + NekTe)/2 < B2/8π, assuming T┴ = T║
kTi (eV) vs Ni (m-3) and kTe(eV) vs Ne (m-3) and Beq (equivalent
B field energy densities)
1.00E+05

Red - Galaxy 15
Orange - NASA worst-case

kT (eV)

Green - SCATHA Mullen 1
Blue - SCATHA Mullen 2
Violet - ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
Ions - Squares
Electrons - Circles
B=8e-8 Tesla
B=1e-7 Tesla
B=1.5e-7 Tesla
B=2e-7 Tesla
1.00E+04
1.00E+04

1.00E+05

1.00E+06
N (m -3)

1.00E+07

1.00E+08

• Implies that Ne and Te can’t both be high simultaneously
• Realistic worst-case proposed here : Beq = 170 nT or NkT = 4.4x1010m-3eV
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Oct. 29-30 2003 Plasma Conditions,
LANL-02A
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Worst-Case Conditions Should be Realistic
•

Cho, M., Kawakita, S., Nakamura, S., Takahashi, M., Sato, T. and Nozaki, Y., “Number of arcs estimated on solar
array of a geostationary satellite”, Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol.42 no.4, pp.740-748, 2005.

•

“…data from five LANL satellites: LANL 1989-046, 1991-080, 1990-095, 1994-084, and 97A. At the CDAWeb site,
magnetospheric plasma analyzer (MPA)8 data are listed for ne, Te, niH, niL, TiH, and φsat at approximately every 90 s.”
• Reported Te – ne combinations are much denser than other
authors (e.g. C.K. Purvis, H.B. Garrett, A.C. Whittlesey, and
N.J. Stevens, “Design Guidelines for Assessing and Controlling
Spacecraft Charging Effects”, NASA TP 2361, 1984)
• Cho states, “Table 5 lists the case where the NASCAP
simulation result gives V >400 V and the probability of
occurrence in any local time zone is higher than 0.01% under
the sunlit condition. The combination of high electron
temperature (4.5 keV), high electron density (5 cm −3), and low
ion density (0.25 cm −3) provides such conditions.”

From: Garrett & Whittlesey, “Guide to mitigating Spacecraft charging
Effects, John Wiley & Sons, 2012

• All of the conditions in Table 5 have ne > 3 cm −3, the highest
value found elsewhere in the literature.
• Cursory inspection of the CDAWeb data shows that these
unphysical combinations of high electron temperatures and
densities are numerical artifacts of the potential fitting routine
Michelle Thomsen (LANL) concurs with this assessment
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6 Data Points Show Very High S/C Charging and
Electron Densities & Temperatures
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LANL MPA 01A
spectrogram
doesn’t show
charging at 1:00
neadjusted ≡ ne exp(φ / Te )

Date
16-08-2005

Time
ne
0:45:20 1.6

16-08-2005

0:46:46

1.7

-138

1905

2104

16-08-2005

0:48:12

1.5

-205

2384

2295

16-08-2005

0:49:38

1.4

-226

2466

2414

16-08-2005

0:51:04

1.5

-190

2309

2254

16-08-2005

0:52:30

3.7 -6760

6715

5447

16-08-2005

0:53:56

1.5

-174

2218

2169

16-08-2005

0:55:22

1.6

-142

1964

2032

16-08-2005

0:56:48

1.6

-141

1946

2048

16-08-2005

0:58:14

1.6

-121

1795

1936

16-08-2005

0:59:40

4.2 -5208

4991

4280

16-08-2005

1:01:06

1.6

-106

1627

1869

16-08-2005

1:02:32

4.7 -6760

5997

5243

16-08-2005

1:03:58

4.9 -6760

5924

5186

16-08-2005

1:05:24

4.9 -6760

5186

5564

16-08-2005

1:06:50

4.8 -6760

5256

5565

16-08-2005

1:08:16

1.6

-94

1414

1899

16-08-2005

1:09:42

1.6

-93

1370

1900

16-08-2005

1:11:08

1.7

-80

1328

1806

16-08-2005

1:12:34

1.7

-87

1343

1849

- Ira Katz,
2013

phi
Te_para Te_perp
-111
1639
1955
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Response from Michelle Thomsen
From: Michelle Thomsen [mailto:mthomsen@lanl.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 1:24 PM
To: Katz, Ira (353B)
Subject: Re: MPA Digital Moments on CDAweb
Ira,

I wasn't familiar with the Cho paper, but you are quite right that the event you have sent me (01a on 16aug2005) is an example where
our algorithm to identify the spacecraft potential from the particle observations goes awry. We are looking for the sharp line in the
ion spectrum from the accelerated lower-energy ions. Unfortunately, at times (like the one you've identified), our detection algorithm
finds what it thinks is such a line, but it's really just the counts cut-off of the high-energy population. We tried to eliminate these
"detections", but were obviously not 100% successful. In my attached powerpoint, you can see quite clearly that there is no real
charging line at these three points. When we do pick up the bonafide charging line just before 2:00, it matches on reasonably well to
the potential we had been inferring based on the iterative technique that we use when no ion line can be found (the red points show
the potentials that were determined from an ion line). As you note, the other moments (densities, temperatures, etc.) will not be
correct if the potential is misidentified. I hope these occasional algorithm failures do not mess up your study. Let me know if you
have additional questions………………

Best regards,
Michelle

- Ira Katz, 2013
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Unrealistic GEO Plasma Conditions
of Cho et al (2005)
Red and pink indicate Beq > 170 nT. Judged
non-physical by worst-case proposed here.
Total trigger arcs/year goes from 2434 to
765. This is probably pessimistic, as most
are from Ne= 5 cm-3 and kTe= 7.5 keV, still a
rare to nonexistent cond’n. Throwing out
this condition, we are left with only 105/yr!
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Worst-Case Conditions Should be Realistic
• Combinations of densities and temperatures for a
valid worst-case condition must be:
– Reported in the literature or published databases
– Checked to make sure they are valid
– Physically realistic (don’t violate energy density
requirements)
– Compared with each other using good spacecraft
charging codes (ie MUSCAT, SPIS, Nascap-2k).
• In the following Nascap-2k simulations,
– actual reported worst-case environments are used,
– realistic spacecraft material parameters are used, and
– photoemission and secondary electron emission are
included.
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Nascap-2k Spacecraft Model 1
3-axis stabilized
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Nascap-2k Calculations – Model 1,
2000 seconds charging time
Daylight charging after
2000 sec
Max
Min Chg Chg
Galaxy15

-Frame

9.56

2.751

-9286 -1518

-2415

2415

ATS-6

-13910 -3617

SCATHA-Mullen1
SCATHA-Mullen2

MaxMin

Max
Min Chg Chg
-17820 -17410

7768

3940

-13230

-5687

-5779

5779 10293

2162

-18310

-11870 -5236

-8468

8468

6634

3232

-10940 -4077

-6573

6573

6863

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C (SCATHA
1979)
-10870 -3512

-5640

5640

MIL-STD-1809

-2267

2267

-5728 -1407

-2.751 811.56

MaxFrame
6.81

NASA Worst Case

-802

Frame

Night-time charging after
2000 sec

Frame

Max-Frame Min
410

170

9153

7543

3466

-9733

-13220 13220

8577

3487

-11980

-6752

-10950 10950

5228

4198

2496

-11160

-6010

-9736

9736

5150

3726

7358

2128

-11430

-6050

-9521

9521

5380

3471

4321

860

-6312

-3393

-5509

5509

2919

2116
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Nascap-2k Calculations – Model 1,
Rankings for GEO Charging Environments

Galaxy15
NASA Worst
Case

DAYTIME
Rank
(MaxFrame
Min)
7

(MaxFrame)
7
7

ECLIPSE
Rank
(MaxFrame)
Frame (Max-Min)
1
7
7

AVG RANK
Rank
(Max(MaxFrame
Min)
Frame)
4
7
7

5

2

1

6

2

5

5.5

2

3

ATS-6
SCATHAMullen1
SCATHAMullen2
ECSS-E-ST-1004C (SCATHA
1979)

3

1

4

2

1

3

2.5

1

3.5

1

5

2

3

4

1

2

4.5

1.5

2

4

3

4

5

2

3

4.5

2.5

4

3

5

5

3

4

4.5

3

4.5

MIL-STD-1809

6

6

6

7

6

6

6.5

6

6

Thus, for Model 1:
Frame, SCATHA-Mullen 1 is the worst-case
(Max-Min), ATS-6 is the worst-case
(Max-Frame), SCATHA-Mullen 1 is the worst-case
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Nascap-2k Spacecraft Model
Spinners = Models 6 & 3

Model 6 Spinner Spin Axis aligned
perpendicular to the Sun

Model 3 Spinner –
Spin Axis pointed at Earth
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Nascap-2k Calculations –
Model 6, Daylight
2000-2010 seconds charging time
Model 6 spinner – not rotating
Rank

Max
MaxMin Chg Chg
Frame
-Frame
Max-Min Frame
NASA Worst Case -12430 -6005
-7803
7803
6425
1798
ATS-6
-18160 -8757 -11420
11420
9403
2663
SCATHA-Mullen1
-9945 -4919
-7600
7600
5026
2681
SCATHA-Mullen2
-9065 -4428
-6149
6149
4637
1721

NASA Worst Case
ATS-6
SCATHA-Mullen1
SCATHA-Mullen2

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

-9446 -4589

-6023

6023

4587

1434

Frame

2
1
3
4

MaxMin

5

2
1
3
4

MaxFrame

5

3
2
1
4

Avg rank
2.67
1.33
2.67
4

5

5

For Model 6 not rotating: Frame and (Max-Min) - ATS-6 is the worst-case, (Max-Frame) – SCATHA-Mullen1 is the
worst-case

Model 6 spinner – rotating at 1 rpm
Rank

Max
MaxFrame
-Frame
Max-Min Frame
Min Chg Chg
NASA Worst Case -10070 -2883
-3752
3752
7187
869
ATS-6
-15620 -4718
-6217
6217 10902
1499
SCATHA-Mullen1 -10010 -3632
-5800
5800
6378
2168
SCATHA-Mullen2
-9194 -3188
-4771
4771
6006
1583

NASA Worst Case
ATS-6
SCATHA-Mullen1
SCATHA-Mullen2

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

-9389 -3124

-4119

4119

6265

995

Frame

5
1
2
3
4

MaxMin

2
1
3
5
4

MaxFrame

5
3
1
2
4

Avg rank

4
1.67
2
3.33
4

Thus, for Model 6 rotating: Frame and (Max-Min) - ATS-6 is the worst-case, (Max-Frame) – SCATHA-Mullen1 is the
worst-case, just like non-rotating
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Nascap-2k Calculations –
Model 3, Daylight
2000 seconds charging time

Model 3 spinner – not rotating
Rank

Max
MaxMin Chg Chg
Frame
-Frame
Max-Min Frame
NASA Worst Case -22990 -5773
-6308
6308 17217
535
ATS-6
-32690 -8791 -10020
10020 23899
1229
SCATHA-Mullen1 -43500 -8707 -11140
11140 34793
2433
SCATHA-Mullen2 -50060 -7074
-8338
8338 42986
1264

NASA Worst Case
ATS-6
SCATHA-Mullen1
SCATHA-Mullen2

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C
(SCATHA 1979)

-35200 -7520

-8996

8996

27680

1476

Frame

5
2
1
4
3

MaxMin

5
4
2
1
3

MaxFrame

5
4
1
3
2

Avg rank

5
3.33
1.33
2.67
2.67

Thus, for Model 3:
Frame, SCATHA-Mullen 1 is the worst
(Max-Min), SCATHA-Mullen 2 is the worst
(Max-Frame), SCATHA-Mullen 1 is the worst

OVERALL – ATS-6 and SCATHA Mullen 1
are the worst worst-cases
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Proposed GEO Worst-Case
Differential & Absolute Charging Environments

Worst-Case Particle Energy Density
(NekTe + NikTi)/2 = 4.4x1010m-3eV
Worst-Case Single Maxwellian Spectrum
ATS-6

Ne (m-3) Te (eV)
1200000 16000

Ni (m-3)
236000

Ti (eV)
29500

Worst-Case Double Maxwellian Spectrum
Ne1 (m-3) Te1 (eV)
SCATHA-Mullen1 200000
400

Ne2 (m-3) Te2 (eV) Ni1 (m-3)
2300000 24800 1.60E+06

Ti1 (eV) Ni2 (m-3) Ti2 (eV)
300 1.30E+06 28200
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Using GEO Daytime Charging Index to
Determine Worst-Case Charging Environments

• Ferguson and Wimberly (2013) and
Ferguson et al (2014) have established that
the best GEO Daytime Charging Index for
both absolute and differential charging is the
electron flux above about 9 keV
• Using this criterion, the proposed WorstCase Charging Environments can be ranked
according to their F (E > 9 keV)
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Using GEO Daytime Charging Index to
Determine Worst-Case Charging Environments
Environment

F > 9 keV (e-/cm2 sec) Rank

SCATHA-Mullen1

5.75E+09

1

SCATHA-Mullen2

4.08E+09

2

ECSS-E-ST-10-04C (SCATHA 1979)

3.19E+09

3

ATS-6

2.26E+09

4

MIL STD-1809

2.11E+09

5

ATS-6 day 178, 1974

2.08E+09

6

ATS-6 day 217, 1974

1.98E+09

7

NASA Worst Case

1.70E+09

8

Galaxy15

1.79E+08

9

And the all-around Worst-Case Environment so far reported is:
SCATHA-Mullen1 (see slide 20)
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Conclusions
• Spacecraft design and testing depend on a knowledge of:
–
–

the worst-case environment, and
the number of arcs during the spacecraft lifetime

• We have defined the criteria to be used to specify the worst-case GEO charging environment (plasma
density and temperature)
–
–

physical constraints on particle and magnetic field energy densities
relative importance of frame charging and differential charging

• Proper worst-case environments must be:
–
–
–
–

Reported in the literature or published databases
Checked to make sure they are valid
Physically realistic (don’t violate energy density requirements)
Compared with each other using good spacecraft charging codes (ie MUSCAT, SPIS, Nascap-2k)

• The Cho et al 2005 estimate of arc frequency and the total number of arcs in a GEO satellite lifetime are
incorrect because based on data using a faulty algorithm to determine spacecraft charging and plasma
density
• Accurate estimates of the frequency of GEO plasma densities and temperatures give much lower
estimates of the total number of arcs/yr in GEO (about 100-800, rather than 2400).
• Most solar arrays tested under ISO 11221 are being highly overtested
• Worst-case GEO charging environments were determined from Nascap-2k simulations. ATS-6 and
SCATHA-Mullen 1 are worst. And, NekTe < 4.4x1010 m-3eV
• Arc estimates in ISO 11221 must be corrected
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